NOTES:

COOLING:
1) The VLT Frequency Converter must be installed vertically with the minimum indicated free space above the enclosure.
2) All IP21/UL Type NEMA 1 and IP54/UL Type NEMA 12 units may be mounted side by side with no minimum clearance.
3) Failure to reinstall the cabinet floor gland plates will have a negative influence on the internal cooling capacity of the unit and may cause trip faults.
4) Standard cooling configuration is with the intake through the base cable system and exhaust out the top of the enclosure.

BACK WALL COOLING:
Optional cooling configuration is with the intake through the lower rear of the cabinet. The exhaust is out the top of the enclosure for the filter. Consult the factory when placing units next to each other in this configuration.

WALL MOUNTING:
The filter is not intended to be wall mounted.

LIFTING:
The filter is intended to be lifted using the brackets on the top of the enclosure.

RATING:
IP21/Type 1 and IP54/Type 12.
NOTES:
1. REFER TO 177R0036 FOR TERMINAL LOCATIONS
2. REFER TO 177R0035 FOR TERMINAL LOCATIONS